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Roland Systems Group Announces Partnership with Anton Bauer for Gold 

Mount Support for the EDIROL F-1 Video Field Recorder 
 
 
Bellingham, WA—April 1, 2009—Roland Systems Group today announced a partnership 
with Anton Bauer to provide a Gold Mount® solution for EDIROL F-1 Video Field recorders. 
The Gold Mount® system, developed by Anton Bauer, is a snap on proprietary mounting 
mechanism for external batteries and video cameras. The versatility of the F-1 portable 
video field recorder combined with the advanced features and technology of 
Anton/Bauer batteries and chargers makes this combination a clear choice for 
broadcast, production, and video rental professionals. This partnership enables 
customers with cameras outfitted with Gold Mount® to easily attach the EDIROL F-1 
Video Field Recorder.  The F-1 provides the videographer or producer an accelerated 
workflow with file-based content, two additional audio inputs, no 2 or 4GB file size 
limitation, removable solid-state or hard drive and network addressability. 
 
Roland Systems Group will debut the new Gold Mount option for the F-1 at the 2009 NAB 
show in booth #SL10420 located in the South Hall Lower Level.  Anton Bauer will also be 
showing the F-1 Gold Mount option in their booth #C6021 located in the Central Hall. 
 
About the EDIROL F-1 Video Field Recorder 
The EDIROL F-1 is the ideal addition for any videographer or producer wanting to 
accelerate their workflow by capturing HDV or DV directly to a solid-state/hard drive in 
the field. With two additional audio inputs, no file size limitation, removable hard drive 
and multiple power options, the F-1 can be used anywhere and in a variety of 
applications. 
 
In addition to capturing video, the F-1 has two balanced audio inputs for capturing an 
additional two audio sources supplementing the two channels already part of the video 
stream. The extra two audio channels are locked to the video and accompany the 
digital stream as separate uncompressed linear broadcast wav files.  This feature not only 
doubles the typical audio inputs but also provides 16-bit/48Hz audio quality which is 
beneficial in improving HDV audio quality. 
 
The EDIROL F-1 has no 2GB or 4GB file size limitation found in other solutions and uses a 
removable HDD or solid-state drive for storage allowing the user to swap drives and 
continue shooting.  The removable storage can also be directly connected to a 
computer of immediate editing of the video and audio footage.  
 



 
 
 
The unit includes a built-in RGB output that enables connection of a VGA monitor for 
quick thumbnail previewing without the need to connect a computer.  The USB port 
enables connection of a mouse when using an external monitor.  Also available via free 
download is the F-1 utility software enabling more advanced previewing, basic editing 
and file management when connected to a computer.  In addition, the built-in network 
port enables remote control ability of one or multiple units using a simple ethernet switch 
and computer. 
 
The F-1 Video Field Recorder joins the EDIROL field recording family which includes the R-
09HR 2-channel, R-44 Solid-State 4-channel, and R-4Pro 4-channel with timecode 
portable audio field recorders. 

 
 
Roland Systems Group U.S. (RSG) supplies the commercial and performance audio/video 
industries with application specific equipment from the RSS audio and  
EDIROL video product lines. These product lines address applications for houses of 
worship, studios, clubs/casinos, theaters/performing arts centers, production houses and 
rental and staging companies. Roland Systems Group U.S is headquartered in 
Bellingham, Washington. RSG is a member of the worldwide group of Roland companies. 
For more information, visit www.rolandsystemsgroup.com or call 800.380.2580. 
 
®Gold Mount is a registered trademark of Anton Bauer. 
 


